Good morning. On behalf of the ACLU’s 20,000 members and supporters from across Illinois, thank you for inviting us to participate in this forum.

I will begin by describing the ACLU’s civil liberties and civil rights concerns about forensic DNA databases in general. Then I will address our additional concerns about DNA familial testing in particular. We oppose familial DNA testing. Nonetheless, I will suggest some safeguards that might address some of our concerns. Finally, I will address the role of DNA in exonerating the innocent.

I. GENERAL CONCERNS ABOUT DNA TESTING

The ACLU has three principal concerns about forensic DNA databases in general: invasion of medical privacy, invasion of bodily integrity, and racial disparate impact.

A. Invasion of medical privacy

Our DNA contains our genetic blueprint. A person’s DNA can be used to make predictions about their physical and mental health. Thus, it might be used by employers, insurers, and others for invidious genetic discrimination – against both the individual who supplied the DNA, and also their immediate family members, who have similar DNA.
For this discussion, our DNA might be divided into two parts. Our genes create proteins, and thereby copy and transmit our genetic blueprint. Our non-coding DNA does not do so. The vast majority of our DNA is non-coding.

The FBI’s Combined DNA Index System – or CODIS – uses a small subset of human DNA. Specifically, it uses 13 short tandem repeat – or STR – alleles. These are non-coding DNA.

It has been suggested that the DNA in the FBI’s CODIS system is medically irrelevant, and can only be used for identification purposes. This is incorrect.

As scientific knowledge about DNA has rapidly advanced, scientists have concluded that various kinds of non-coding DNA – previously thought to be “junk DNA” – in fact are medically relevant.

- Some non-coding DNA helps regulate the way that genes copy the genetic blueprint. For example, a recent Stanford University study found that certain non-coding DNA affected nearby genes associated with schizophrenia, diabetes, and arthritis.

- Some non-coding DNA disrupts the way that genes are supposed to work, thereby causing disease. For example, “transposons” are non-coding DNA that change location within a DNA sequence, sometimes disrupting genes.

- Some non-coding DNA correlate with certain kinds of genes. While there may or may not be a causal relationship, the correlation alone can be used to make predictions about an individual’s health.

In fact, scientific studies already indicate that at least four of the thirteen STR alleles in the FBI’s CODIS system are non-coding DNA that correlate with, and in some cases are predictive of, medically important genes.

For example, non-coding TH01 is located near a gene for insulin. The length of TH01 can indicate whether a person has the risky or protective version of this gene. Persons with the risky version are a few percent more likely to have diabetes. According to one of the scientists who discovered this correlation: “This marker is weakly linked to a shift in your predisposition to diabetes and the police should not be collecting that type of information.”

Scientists have found other genetic health problems associated with the FBI non-coding alleles known as D8S1179, D18S51, and D21S11.

Given the great speed at which scientific knowledge about DNA is growing, there is a substantial and inherent danger that genetic scientists in the not-so-distant future will find more links between the non-coding DNA in the FBI’s CODIS system, and the genes that impact an individual’s physical and mental health.

Moreover, before police put a person’s genetic profile into a DNA database, they first seize that person’s complete DNA sample. This is the entire genetic blueprint. Police often keep the full
sample. In Illinois, the statute authorizing the creation of a forensic DNA database does not require the destruction of the full sample. Storing the full sample creates any even greater danger that DNA collected for identification purposes might in the future be used to make medical predictions about particular individuals.

It might be argued that current Illinois law does not allow our DNA database to be used for medical predictions about particular individuals. But these limits might be lifted in the future by simply amending the statute. Our country has a long history of government creating databases for one purpose, and then using those databases for another purpose. To cite just one example, the federal census database was used to round up and intern innocent Japanese Americans during World War II.

Moreover, wrongful disclosure and misuse of sensitive government databases is not uncommon. In the words of the preamble to the federal Privacy Act: “the opportunities for an individual to secure employment, insurance, and credit, and his right to due process, and other legal protections are endangered by the misuse of certain information systems.” This danger is exemplified by the “Filegate” scandal, in which the Clinton White House improperly obtained the confidential FBI files of nearly 1,000 people, including such prominent Republicans as former Secretary of State James Baker.

A vast and growing number of people are subject to this medical privacy concern. Many of the first DNA databases were limited just to persons convicted of the most serious violent crimes. Today, Illinois includes persons convicted of any felony, violent or not. The FBI’s database now contains 9 million people, including 400,000 in Illinois. Some DNA databases are currently expanding to include persons convicted of misdemeanors, arrestees, and undocumented immigrants. Other groups that might in the future be added to the database are applicants for government jobs, benefits, and licenses. There are even advocates, such as former New York Mayor Giuliani, of universal DNA testing, including of newborns.

B. Invasion of the body

The ACLU’s second general concern about forensic DNA databases is the physical invasion of bodily integrity. To obtain DNA, the government typically places a buccal swab in a person’s mouth, without their permission. If the person resists, the government may use force. The government then takes a part of a person’s body away from them, though admittedly it is a small part. Notably, the Illinois Constitution’s guaranty of the right to privacy includes strong protection from compelled surrender and testing of a part of one’s own body, above and beyond the significant protections of the U.S. Constitution.

It might be argued that government can avoid this coercive physical invasion by surreptitiously collecting the DNA that a person inadvertently sheds as they go about their business in public. For example, DNA might be obtained from the saliva on a discarded soda can. Courts are beginning to grapple with the legal ramifications of this practice. The ACLU supports strict legal limits on this practice. Otherwise, government can secretly seize the DNA of everyone, because we all constantly shed our DNA in public, involuntarily and unknowingly.
C. **Racial disparate impact**

The ACLU’s third general concern about forensic DNA databases is racial disparate impact. African Americans and Hispanics are arrested, prosecuted, and convicted – often wrongly – at a far higher rate than Caucasians. One of the many studies that demonstrate this ongoing problem was published two months ago by a legislative task force known as the Illinois Disproportionate Justice Impact Study Commission. As a result, DNA testing of arrested and convicted persons disparately impacts racial minorities.

* * *

In sum, the ACLU has three concerns about all forensic DNA databases: medical privacy, bodily integrity, and racial disparate impact.

**II. PARTICULAR CONCERNS ABOUT FAMILIAL DNA TESTING**

The ACLU has several additional concerns about familial DNA testing in particular.

A. **Mission creep**

First, familial DNA testing is a form of mission creep. The original purpose of the forensic DNA databases was to link convicted felons to past and future crimes. Familial DNA testing serves a new purpose: linking the relatives of convicted felons to crimes. The result is a massive expansion of the effective reach of forensic DNA databases: from the 9 million people now in the FBI’s DNA database, to the tens of millions of additional people who are their parents, siblings, and children.

Courts upheld compelled DNA testing of convicted persons largely on the basis of their diminished expectation of privacy. But the family members of these offenders are presumably innocent, and have no such diminished expectation of privacy.

B. **Arbitrary classification**

Second, familial DNA searches arbitrarily create two classes of people. On the one hand, there are relatives of convicted felons, who can become criminal suspects as a result of familial DNA testing. On the other hand, there are people who are not related to convicted felons, who cannot become criminal suspects due to familial DNA testing. Classifying people based on whether they are immediately related to criminals is a step backwards towards eugenics and corruption of blood.

Notably, being subject to a criminal investigation is burdensome. Police might question friends, neighbors, and co-workers. The cloud of criminal suspicion can disrupt work and family relationships. Familial DNA testing imposes this burden on the relatives of convicted persons, but not others.
C. **Racial disparate impact**

Third, familial searches can yield even more racial disparate impact.

One study, looking solely to disparate incarceration rates, concluded that 17% of the African American population is related to a person in the DNA database, compared to 4% of the white population. In other words, an African American person is four times more likely than a white person to be the subject of a criminal investigation as a result of familial DNA testing.\(^24\)

Another study, looking solely to different birthrates, likewise concluded that Hispanics are far more likely than Caucasians to be subject to criminal investigations due to familial DNA testing.\(^25\)

D. **Disruption of family relationships**

Fourth, family relationships can be disrupted by the criminal investigations that follow DNA familial testing. In some families, one or more members are not aware of their biological relationships. One estimate among genetic counselors is that 5% of the men on birth certificates are not the biological fathers of their children.\(^26\) This might be the result of adoption or adultery.

III. **SAFEGUARDS FOR FAMILIAL DNA TESTING**

In light of all of these concerns, the ACLU supports a ban on familial DNA testing.\(^27\) Forensic DNA databases are growing by leaps and bounds, measured by the kinds of persons included, the number of persons included, and the database functions. Now is the time stop our gradual slide down the slippery slope towards compelled universal DNA testing. Notably, Maryland by statute has banned familial DNA testing.\(^28\)

The ACLU is aware that familial DNA testing may come to Illinois over our objections. Thus, we suggest the following safeguards, which might begin to address some of our civil liberties and civil rights concerns. Some but not all of these safeguards have been adopted by various law enforcement agencies, such as California Attorney General and the Colorado Bureau of Investigation.\(^29\)

A. **Judicial review of strict limits**

First, there should be no familial DNA testing absent a judicial warrant, based on three findings. The unidentified perpetrator has committed a major violent crime, meaning murder, rape, or a crime of similar severity. There is a substantial basis to believe that the unidentified perpetrator will commit another major violent crime. And all other investigative leads have been exhausted.

No doubt this is a high threshold. But any DNA familial testing should be the exception, and not the rule. This standard would have allowed the DNA familial testing in California last year that led to the arrest of the person accused of being the infamous “Grim Sleeper” serial killer.\(^30\)
Judicial review is a critical check and balance, given all the civil liberties and civil rights concerns. Courts will readily be able to decide whether the past crime is sufficiently major, whether the danger of further crime is sufficiently substantial, and whether other investigative leads have been sufficiently exhausted. Warrants for wiretaps and physical searches raise similar considerations. DNA familial testing should be rare, so judicial review will not be cumbersome.

B. **No inclusion of arrested persons**

Second, the forensic DNA databases used in familial testing should be limited to DNA collected from persons convicted of felonies. It should not be extended to DNA collected from persons merely arrested, for several reasons. Tens of thousands of innocent people are wrongfully arrested every year, and never charged or convicted. For this reason, Illinois prohibits employment discrimination on the basis of an arrest. Moreover, arrests are based on a single police officer’s conclusion, often unchecked and unreviewed, that there is probable cause. This is fundamentally unlike convictions, which are based on a jury’s finding of guilt beyond a reasonable doubt, after trial. Further, as previously noted, there is an unjustifiable racial disparity in who is arrested.

Most courts to reach the question so far have held that compelled DNA testing of arrestees violates the privacy guaranty of the U.S. Constitution. Again, the Privacy Clause of the Illinois Constitution provides even stronger protection from forced bodily testing.

Thus, the ACLU of Illinois repeatedly has opposed legislation that would compel DNA testing of arrestees. Further, the ACLUs of California filed a lawsuit challenging that state’s recently enacted statute compelling DNA testing on arrest. That case is now pending on appeal.

C. **Supervisory review**

Third, there should be no application to a court for a warrant to perform DNA familial testing, absent the highest level of supervisory review. The state police lab would need sign-off from the state police director. If the state police lab is performing the test for another agency, the lab would also need sign-off from that agency’s head. This supervisory review will diminish the dangers to civil rights and civil liberties. Also, familial DNA testing should be sufficiently rare that such supervisory review will not be cumbersome.

D. **Confirming a partial match**

Fourth, upon the discovery of a partial match between a person who left DNA at a crime-scene and a person listed in a forensic DNA database, there should be further genetic testing to confirm whether these two persons are actually relatives. This might be done, for example, with Y-STR testing. This confirmatory testing should occur before police start to identify relatives of the known offender.
E. **Protecting the investigated relatives**

Fifth, there should be protections for persons who are criminally investigated because they are closely related to a known offender who partially matches the crime-scene DNA:

- Their shed DNA should not be surreptitiously collected, and they should not be compelled to surrender their DNA for testing, absent a judicial warrant based on probable cause. Notably, the Privacy Clause of the Illinois Constitution requires probable cause for a grand jury to subpoena hair. Such probable cause would not be supplied solely by the fact that they are closely related to a known offender who partially matches the crime-scene DNA. Other considerations include opportunity and proximity.

- If police obtain their DNA, it should immediately be tested. A criminal investigation should not hang over their heads because of the backlog at our state’s DNA labs.

- If police obtain their DNA, and they are not ultimately convicted, then police should promptly destroy both their full DNA sample and their database profile.

F. **Legislative authorization**

Sixth, familial DNA testing should not be undertaken by law enforcement in Illinois without explicit authorization from the General Assembly. This law enforcement technique raises important civil rights and civil liberties issues that should be resolved only through an open democratic process.

G. **Transparency**

Seventh, the government should annually report to the public the number of DNA familial tests undertaken in Illinois. For each test, the government should identify the investigative agency, the basis for the test, and the results of the test. Such transparency is necessary to ensure accountability.

IV. **DNA AND PROOF OF INNOCENCE**

The last issue that I will address today is the use of DNA to defend the falsely accused, and to exonerate the wrongfully convicted. Protecting the innocent from criminal punishment is a civil liberties value of the highest order. We salute the extraordinary work of the Center on Wrongful Convictions.

For the ACLU, there is a critical distinction between voluntary and coercive DNA testing.

The ACLU supports the right of the accused or the convicted to volunteer their own DNA for comparison to the crime-scene DNA. Illinois law allows a convicted person to petition the court for such a comparison. If there is a non-match, the convicted person is entitled to an evidentiary hearing to explore their claim of actual innocence. Voluntary DNA testing of the
accused or the convicted, and comparison of their DNA to the crime-scene DNA, does not require any coercive testing of a third-party.

In some cases, a non-match might conclusively prove innocence — for example, if there was known to be a single perpetrator acting alone. In other circumstances, a non-match might not prove innocence. In some cases, a non-match should prove innocence, yet the accused is nonetheless convicted (as in the Juan Rivera case) or jailed for years awaiting trial (as in the Jerry Hobbs case).44

In some cases when voluntary testing and a non-match fail to free the innocent, coercive DNA techniques might do so. The charges against Jerry Hobbs were dropped, following the identification of the actual perpetrator as a result of forced DNA testing of an arrestee in Virginia.45 And wrongly convicted Darryl Hunt was set free, apparently as the result of the identification of the actual perpetrator through familial DNA testing.46

Nonetheless, the ACLU believes that these coercive DNA techniques come at too high a price. If coercive testing of arrestees and familial testing are good because they sometimes exonerate the innocent, then universal DNA testing would be even better, because it would be even more effective at exonerating the innocent. We should not start down this slippery slope.

The best lesson from these wrongful conviction cases is that our criminal justice system is plagued by systematic problems, such as coerced confessions, and excessive reliance on jailhouse informants. More coerced DNA testing will not solve the problems that cause false convictions.

**CONCLUSION**

I’ll conclude by quoting two of our nation’s leading federal appellate court judges. One trends progressive, and the other trends conservative. Both dissented from a decision upholding compelled DNA testing of certain probationers.

In the words of Judge Reinhardt:

[The FBI’s DNA database] has the ability to identify an increasing amount of information about each of its profiled subjects as our understanding of DNA continues to develop at lightning speed. . . . The DNA “fingerprint” entered into CODIS likely has the potential to reveal information about an individual’s genetic defects, [and] predispositions to diseases . . . . [W]e all have reason to fear that the nightmarish worlds depicted in films such as *Minority Report* and *Gattaca* will become realities.47

And in the words of Judge Kozinski: “The time to put the cork back in the brass bottle is now – before the genie escapes.”48
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